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How to make massive progress on the most im-
portant parts of your job

This film reveals five ways to enjoy more momentum in your fundraising using the Eat That 
Frog principle.

The idea is taken from Eat That Frog, the best-selling book by Brian Tracy. I have found 
owning and occasionally re-reading key parts of this book has been hugely helpful to my 
ability to get important things done, and enjoy my work.

The title was inspired by the quote, attributed to Mark Twain ‘If the first thing you do in the 
morning is digest a live toad, everything else you do for the rest of the day will feel easy in 
comparison.’

Until reading the book, I had spent many years trying to prioritise my most important tasks, 
and then, as Steven Covey says ‘Do first things first’. My problem had often been that I did not 
manage to do this in practice. This was largely because though I knew I should focus more 
time on important (rather than urgent or easy tasks), at some level I believed this was in other 
people’s interests, and was costly to me in terms of energy and will power. It was hard, but 
without obvious benefit to me.

Reading Eat that frog helped me for the first time to fully understand that doing the important 
things first is genuinely in my own interests. It’s good for me not just in an intellectual sense of 
paying off one day, like saving for a pension, but in a much more immediate sense. 

HERE IS THE CRUX, and I’ve found it to make an amazing difference: Bryan Tracy states that 
doing something important (whether the task is large or small) early in your day causes you to 
feel great! The hormones that get released in your system help you feel more bold and willing 
to tackle other important (rather than easy, path of least resistance) tasks. And you’re more 
likely to go home on time because you know you made genuine progress.

1 Ask yourself, is this activity in my Top 20% or Bottom 80% for importance.
If you had a To Do list with ten items on it, Tracey suggests that typically many of them 

(eg 8) will be less impactful on your chances of getting your important results than a few of 
them (eg 2). But which, typically, do we tend to do first, the 8 not so important, or the 2 more 
important ones? When I read the book, I had to admit that I would nearly always do the less 
important things first ‘to clear them out the way’. 

Tracy’s key advice for increased success and happiness, is to practice not taking the path of 
least resistance. To eat that frog is to do what is counter-intuitive to most people, and do the 
one or two most important things first. You will still find a way to get the other things done as 
well, but day after day, and week after week, you will now not keep putting off the tasks that 
are most likely to help you raise a lot of money.
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2 Decide to do first, the Top 20% thing (that does affect something important), before 
the other things.

Every day of our lives we have a chance to make this choice. To do the important thing first 
or later. Even if sometimes you don’t manage to apply this idea, simply knowing its power, 
and doing your utmost to make the more powerful, result-enhancing decision means you will 
become more successful.

3 Resist the urge to clear up small things first
I had always thought it was good sense to clear out of the way the small and less 

important tasks, so that I’d have ‘space’ to deal with the important things, un-distracted. But 
of course in reality, the flow of small tasks never really stops, which is why most people reach 
the end of the day without having made progress (or even started) on what would make the 
biggest difference. 

This idea is different to the logic you may have practiced until now, and different to what your 
colleagues do, but if you want results and job satisfaction that are truly extraordinary, this can 
only be done by trying out some habits that are different to what most people do. 

4 Gather everything you need before you start
The hardest part is starting on the important task. Now that the hard part is out of the 

way, it’s such a shame to lose that momentum by getting up to find something useful for 
your task, like some phone numbers, a folder, a glass of water. So gather everything you need 
before you start.

5 Start. Keep going till you finish. Now notice whether it helps boost your ability to be 
proactive. 

I used to be so impressed I had done twenty minutes of an important task that I’d ‘reward’ 
myself with a task that felt easy for a while. The human system loves to finish things or chunks 
of things, not least because the hormone dopamine gets released when we get any kind of 
closure. So don’t stop, once you’ve started. Of course you may have other tasks and deadlines 
to take care of in a particular day, and of course it’s essential to take regular breaks to refresh 
your energy. But don’t change to a new task unless you need to. 

And finally, importantly, notice how it feels to have tackled the important thing! 
You will discover that it pays off in the ‘just-eaten-a-frog’ positively-proud feeling you get, 
which empowers you for the next part of your morning. The more you notice this feeling, 
rather than just rushing on to the next task, the easier it becomes to build this habit, because 
your body wants more of that feeling. You also start to enjoy steadily building this identity of 
the self-disciplined, super-productive fundraiser that gets results.
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Note. I recommend the book Eat that frog, not least because its short and very readable. 
I find that whenever I re-read the introduction and first two or three chapters I find it 
helps me become more disciplined in the way I prioritise and stay focused on my most 
important tasks. This has greatly helped my productivity.

But I also freely admit that I do not manage to apply all of the 26 ideas in the book. And 
several people have found that trying to perfectly apply all of them has only made them 
feel worse, more stressed, not better, because they’ve spent all their energy trying to 
do these tactics and still sometimes not done them right. So unless you really love the 
whole book, my advice would be to read enough to truly embrace the idea at the heart 
of the book, and practice that, but not worry too much about doing every single tactic.

Decide now whether you’re going to test the eat that frog technique for the next 10 Days. 
You have little to lose, and MASSES TO GAIN. 

It is often much easier if you decide to do it with a buddy, a fellow member, or as a team, ie 
you share your key frogs at the beginning of the day and agree to check in mid-morning. 
Use the box below to make notes on what you discovered during your Eat that frog challenge.
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